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Pike calendar
discontinued

Celebration

By Steve Chae
Daily staff writer

The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
have issued a public apology and
stopped sales of the "1990 Women
of San Jose State Calendar," said
Joseph Espinosa. president of the
fraternity that produced the calendar.
Espinosa said this was probably
the final edition in a 10-year run.
The calendar gained notoriety
upon its release last fall when campus groups and students protested
against what some called its
"sleazy" nature.
The Spartan Bookstore removed
the calendar front the shelves but
later returned it when the fraternity
threatened legal action, according
to Brian Leibl. the calendar’s producer.
In a written statement released
last week. Espinosa apologized to
"whomever may have been offended by our calendar."
Espinosa further wrote that sales
and promotion would stop, and
that profits already made would be
donated to campus athletic groups.
Espinosa. who estimated the profits at SW), said the money would
probably go to the baseball team.
"We felt that a public letter of
apology to those offended was the
right thing to do," said Espinosa.
Ray Orians, executive vice-

Laura Chun Daily staff photographer

The Rev.

Arisani and supporters in Oakland celebrate Mandela’s release from prison after 27 years

Release may signal apartheid’s end
By Adolfo C. Torres
Daily stall writer

Nelson Mandela walked to
freedom Sunday after 27 years in
prison. It was a small victory for
the people of South Africa who
have suffered for many years
from oppression and underrepresentation in government.
"He was released from prison.
not freed. He will not have freedom until all of his people have
freedom," said Nehanda Imam
student development specialist
for SJSU.
Students and faculty members
who were interviewed were glad
Ibr Mandela and his family but
said that there is much more to be
acomplished before they have
freedom.
"I think this is the begining of a
new era," said Barbara Dubins,
african studies coordinator for
SJSU. The South African Government seems to be interested in

’The progress made and the release
of Mandela has been made not
because de Klerk is a humanitarian,
but because of the blood that has
been shed by the South African
people.’
Nehanda Imara,
student development specialist
a new reform, but it’s too soon to
tell, Dubins said. She sees Mandela as a folk hero, a man who
spent 27 years of his life in jail
for his beliefs and principles.
"It’s a little too late for his release." Imam said.
The release of Mandela does
not necessarily mean the government is doing better, but rather
that it has more pressure than before, according to Imara.

"They are still in a state of
emergency and there is detention
without trial. This is a personal
victory for (Mandela) and his
family and perhaps a political
victory for the African National
Congress (ANC). but there is
much to be done," she said.
Imani Kuumba, a senior in
Afro-American studies, said. "I
think it is a good point for the
people of South Africa. I con-

skier this to be a motivating factor for the people of Azania."
The contributions by the people have made this possible and
their struggle will soon put an end
to apartheid, Kuumha said.
"I can see a country that belongs to African people." he said.
The release of Mandela and the
legalization of congress are two
factors that imply South Africa is
moving in the right direction.
Kuumba added.
Students expressed concern for
his release but were uncertain
about the real motive for de
Klerk ’s decision.
Joey Wells. a senior in advertising, said he believes the South
African government wanted to
have someone to blame tor all the
violence and Mandela was a good
choice.
The possibility that Mandela
could he framed and then killed
came across Theresa Offord, a
See MANDELA, hark page

’We felt that a
public letter of
apology to those
offended was the
right thing to do.’
Joseph

Espinosa,

Pi Kappa Alpha president
president of Pi Kappa Alpha’s national chapter, said "Any chapter
that portrays women in a demeaning fashion is in violation of our
standards. They were told to take
positive steps and report back to
Kim Calleja. co-coordinator of
the campus Women’s Resource
Center commended the fraternity’s
decision.
"It’s about time." Calleja said.
"I applaud the decision to apologize. Still. (the calendar) should
never have been done. I think it
was very exploitive."
After the calendar was released.
a Robert’s Bookstore Meal said.
"I think it’s sleazy, and I’m upset
that we placed an ad in it."
Leibl said he wanted the calendar to be successful, not controversial. Leibl told the Spartan
See CALENDAR, back page

Credit union
may relocate
By Harry Mok
Daily staff writer

The Washington Square Federal
Credit Union may soon have a new
home with the SJSU Alumni Association.
According to Associated Students President Scott Santandrea’s
report at the A.S. Board of Directors meeting Jan. 31, the Alumni
Association agreed to consider a
proposal from the credit union for
leasing space in the Alumni
House.
A proposal will be presented to
the association’s executive committee by the credit union Feb. 20
but nothing is on paper yet, Santandrea said.
The building on San Carlos
Street. near the University Police
Department. also houses the Spartan Foundation.
Santandrea had an informational
meeting with representatives of the
Alumni Association and the credit
union last week.

Janet Redding. S.1til Alumni
Affairs representative, and Bill
Stone. vice-chairman of the credit
union, were at the meeting.
Santandrea said he is facilitating
the negotiations after being asked
to help by credit union faculty advisor Larry Rose.
"Basically we had a meeting of
the minds," Santandrea said.
"They were very receptive to the
plan."
Redding said in a phone interview that the assoviation was very
anxious to help but would not comment any further.
Stone said negotiations are in
progress and any comment on
them would be premature. He said
he would release a statement when
the situation was finalized.
"It looks like we’re going to put
them in there," Santandrea said
optimistically. "We’re looking at
probably a two-year lease."
If a proposed meteorology
building on Fifth and San Carlos
See CREDIT, page 8

Students nominated Courtroom
Drama students
go for scholarships
Its Edo in Acevedo
Daily staff writer

It may
SANTA BARBARA
not be the Oscars. but it might be
the next best thing.
Eleven SJSU drama students
traveled to the University of California at Santa Barbara last weekend after having been nominated
for the Irene Ryan Foundation
Scholarship, a national collegiate
acting award.
The auditions arc part of the
weeklong Pacific Southwest Region VIII 22nd Annual American
College Theater Festival at UCSanta Barbara.
It was a dissappointing trip.
since none of the SJSU students
made it to the finals. The list of
semifinalists was not available
Wednesday afternoon, said Stuart
McDaniel. ACTF host at UCSanta Barbra.
Teri Bawdon. Broni Bakke.
Buffy Davis. Richard Galli. Len
Harris, Kelly McAllister, Deanna
MacLean, Annmarie Martin. Elizabeth Mills, Delores Rodgers and

Gary Zaro were all nominated
from SJSU shows and were invited
to the preliminary auditions. The
nominated students could bring
their own scene partner for the audition.
The Irene Ryan award is given
to student actors who want to pursue further acting education, said
Meegan Gliner, an ACTF student
host at UC-Santa Barbara. The
award has been offered since 1972.
and is named after the late stage
and screen actress.
"It’s a highly prestigous
award," said Richard Parks, chairman of the performance program at
SJSU. "It’s the only one of its
kind. It’s nationwide and the competition is fierce from colleges and
community colleges from all 50
states and territories."
Southwest Region VIII includes
participating schools from Arizona. California. Guam. Hawaii,
Nevada and Utah. Glincr said.
Shows arc entered by the schools
and actors are nominated by ACTF
judges. The judges come from different colleges and universities in
the region.
The preliminary round of audiSee AWARDS, hark page

destroyed
by blaze
By Tamara Thompson
Daily staff writer
A fire burned out Courtroom
11 at the Santa Clara Superior
Courthouse on N. First Street
Monday night, causing an estimated $100,00) in damage.
San Jose arson investigators
said the fire started in a pile of
rags that were used to clean the
wooden walls and trimmings in
the courtroom.
The rags contained an oil based cleaning solution that ignited on its own, San Jose Fire
Department Cpt. Denis Madrigal
said.
The fire was first discovered
when San Jose Firefighter Paul
Kennedy looked out the window
of Fire Station 1 on N. Market
Street and saw heavy smoke coming from a fourth-floor window
of the Superior Courthouse across
the street.
The station responded immediSee FIRE, hack page

Ken Kwok

Daily stall photographer

Dirk Mattern, assistant county fire marshal!, inspects the damage from the fire
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Editorial

Solutions to the
parking problem
Me needed money that SJSU Traffic
and Parking Operations has received for
the purchase of a new bus for the Park and
Ride system is a move in the right direction if parking problems on campus are to
be alleviated anytime soon.
It’s obvious that the university is in
desperate need of a new parking structure,
but there are two keys lacking in this
plan space and money.
The California State University has
denied SJSU enough funds to build a new
parking garage on many occasions and
even if funds were received, there is no
feasible place to build the garage.
The only alternative commuter students have is to utilize other transportation
means available to them, such as the Park
and Ride system and public transportation.
The improvements made to the Park
and Ride system by Traffic and Parking
Operations are a sign of progress. The
next step needs to be made by the students
and faculty members in using the system.
Creating a reliable alternative to
downtown parking is an invaluable service
to students and faculty members who are
forced to arrive at school hours before
their classes just to get a parking spot.
Parking Operations also offers carpooling opportunities. Yet, only 30 permits have been purchased. That means
about 60 students out of nearly 30,000 rideshare . That’s pathetic.
It’s not difficult to find someone who
has a similar class schedule. It may mean
getting to campus an hour earlier or staying a little later, but this time could be
used to study at Clark Library or exercise
at the Rec Center.
People need to take advantage of the
services offered and do their part to cut
down on the perrenial parking problem.
A carpool is defined as two or more
people. Students with carpool permits
may enter the Seventh Street garage when
it is closed off to cars with commuter perIts. regardless of the time. The carpool
permit is the same price as a ’C’ permit,
but the cost is shared by two or more people.
We all use the excuse that public
transportation is not convenient. But, is it
convenient to sit in traffic for 45 minutes,
or circle the campus for more than an hour
looking for a parking spot? Your time is
better spent reading or doing homework
while using public transportation.
The less automobiles we have on the
road, the more we cut down on pollution
and stress. Not only will our environment
benefit,’ but our mental health will improve as well.
Carpool and use public transportation. We will all breathe a little easier.

Commercial television a waste of time
As someone who believes television was made for ESPN, I am
amused at what commercial televison has had to offer recently.
Maybe I’m spoiled by the topflight programming seen on the
sports cable channel, but some of
the new shows this season are ridiculous.
Mojo Nixon was
Maybe
everywhere. At
right Elvis is
least he’s on ABC every Sunday
night. Believe it or not, for the
next couple of months ABC will
devote a half hour every Sunday to
tell us mote ubout Elvis.
OK, maybe Elvis had great talent, especially in his youth. But,
he has been dead for over ten
years. He was not exactly the
greatest role model either. Rumors
of his lifestyle are abundant. He
didn’t exactly die in glory.
I’m not here to rip on Elvis, or
those people who seem to center
their lives around the fallen rock
star. Sure, it is ridiculous for
grown adults to talk about having
seen Elvis. or believe that he is living in hiding somewhere. But,
that’s their business, so they can
do what they want.
My only complaint is that a
commercial television network
such as ABC is spending so much
air time on this topic. I’ve seen and
heard enough.

REPORTERS’ FORUM

I want to remember
Cindy Brady as a
snotty little brat who
tattletaled on
everybody. And I want
to remember Peter
with his changing
squeaky voice
ABC is not alone in their absurd
programming. CBS is bringing
back Greg, Cindy. Alice and the
rest of the Brady bunch. They have
started a new series called "The
Bradys," which deals with the

adult lives of our onetime childhood stars.
Are these actors desperate for
money or what’? Don’t they ever
want to find new roles? Apparently
only Marcia (Maureen McCormick) had the senses not to come
back.
"The Brady Bunch" was a classic show in its time. I think I’ve
,cen every episode at least five
times. Who will ever forget "Mom
always says, ’don’t play ball in the
house,’ "or "Jesse James. a mean
dirty killer." Those lines are classics.
I want to remember Cindy as a
snotty little brat who tattletaled on
everybody. And I want to remember Peter with his changing
squeaky voice. I don’t care to see
them in the real, grown up world. I
mean. I would rather remember
Greg with those goofy patterned
shirts than as a doctor in a suit or
something.
Television may not be the most
important part of our lives, but
people do spend a lot of time
watching. What can be next’? We
have already seen updates on "The
Love Boat," "Eight is Enough"
and "Leave it to Beaver." I would
go on. but I think its time to turn
back to ESPN.
Randy Robertson is a Daily staff
writer

included, tend
51,111% 1,1 us, President Bush
to confuse democracy with personal rights and
humanitarianism. The truth is that these are
completely different concepts. While a monarch
may grant his subordinates freedom of speech,
free enterprise and good health care, a democracy can become a tyranny that oppresses minorities if there are no laws to prevent it from
doing so.
So what is democracy?
The word comes from the Greek: demos
to rule. In the origithe people and kratein
nal democracy which came to be in Athens in
506 B.C.. the people met in the town square and
raised their hands on every issue. In modern society, for obvious reasons, democracy is the variety of the people’s opinions having relative
representation in the higher legislative body, as
in the case wih many Eastern European countries.
So why are we not a democracy’? There are
two main reasons:
One, the system does not promote the rise
of new parties. In most democracies, if one
starts a party and collects enough signatures to
prove that he truly represents a fair number of
people, he will receive government support for
campaigning. This allows representation for the
interests of the poor. the environmentalists, the
minorities, the true liberals, etc. In the United
States, you must have the support of the rich to
campaign (no wonder that the richer you are, the
more tax loopholes you’ll find).
Secend, election of Congress through
states. While this separation may have been
valid in 1776 when Congress represented 13 national entities which united for practical reasons.
it no longer is. Today we all see our nationality
as American and not as Californian. Virginian,
Vermontian, etc.
Although today, the states may be practical
for taking care of regional affairs, congress
should represent the people of the United States
and not the states themselves.
For a democracy to exist, elections should
be nationwide and if a party gets two percent of
the votes in each and every state, it should translate into two percent of the seats in Congress.
In today’s America. the voters break down
primarily into five different groups: republicans,
democrats, those who vote because of what they
see as the obligation to choose the lesser of two
evils (myself included), those who don’t vote
because nobody represents their opinions and
those who don’t vote because they don’t care.
What can we do to become a democracy?
Frankly, I’m not quite sure. Unlike some other
"lucky" countries around the world where the
United States brought in democracy, the possibilty that the United States will invade us and
bring us democracy seems very remote. Also.
the $15.8 million of the "national endowment
for democracy" (your tax money) are preoccupied with protecting American interests around
the world.
As the contrast between Eastern Europe
and El Salvador shows us, true democracy has
to come from within. Perhaps when the "bread
and circus" supply is over and it seems to be
running short already (especially the bread), we
the people will stand up and demand democracy
from our government.
Ben Weinberg is a junior majoring in journalism and submitted this piece for Campus
Voice.

Letters to the Editor

Fraternity offers apology

Column policy
Signed columns are written by members of the
Spartan Daily staff. They express the opinion of the
writer and not necessarily the viewpoints of the
newspaper staff or department of journalism and
mass communications.

Spartan Daily

Editor.
On behalf of the brothers of the Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity, I am submitting this public letter of apology to whoever may have been offended by our
"1990 Women of San Jose State Calendar." We have
received responses that our calendar is degrading to
women. Due to these responses, we have decided to
stop the sales and promotion of the calendar. In addition, we have decided to donate the proceeds to campus athletic groups. In so doing, we hope that this will
contribute to the interest of San Jose State University.
Joseph M. Espinosa
President of Pi Kappa Alpha
Junior
Radio, Tele% ision, Film

tiiished for the University and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
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Other Viewpoints
The Turlock Journal
on advantage of private schools
A recent ruling in a Sacramento Superior Court
offered textbook instruction in why public schools
often flunk the test of sound management. The decision’s author, Judge Michael J. Virga, earned himself
a demerit as well by acting like a schoolyard bully.
The judge ruled that although California school
districts do not have to provide bus service for students, if they choose to do so, they can’t charge for
rides to and from school.
If school districts are free to forego bus service
altogether, how can busing be considered an "essential" educational program?
At bottom, Judge Virga’s ruling represents judicial meddling in the budgetary policies of school districts, a usurpation that whittles at the foundations of
representative government.
The decision also highlights a basic weakness in
the public school system, a weakness not shared by
private schools. Because state schools are subject to
the whims of power -tripping judges, politicians and
bureaucrats, their policies are too often shaped by political calculations, robbing them of the flexibility to
put dollars to their most efficient use. That’s a foolproof recipe for a sorry report card.

THURSDAY

State needs rainfall
to end drought cycle
LOS ANGELES I API -- Unless
California gets rains of Biblical
proponittns in the next two
months, a drought will enter Its
fourth year. forcing one city to outlaw lawn -watering and others to
require serious water cutbacks.
Los Angeles is drafting a water
conservation incentive program.
Turlock farmers are using well
water to offset reservoir shortages
and merchants along shrunken Folsom Lake neat Sacramento are
bracing for a decline in visitors.
’I be state’s precipitation stood at
60 percent of normal on Feb. 1 for
the rainy season beginning Oct. 1.
1989. The 154 largest reservoirs
were at 74 percent capacity and the
water content in the snow pack was
at 40 to 50 percent of normal, state
officials said

It California has even normal
rainfall in February and March, officials will declare the fourth
drought year in a row, said Bob
Fingado, senior engineer with the
state Water Resources Department.
The most critical area is Calithrnia’s central coast, where cities
rely mainly on reservoirs for their
water. The region’s reservoirs are
at 20 percent normal capacity, and
Gibraltar Reservoir, which Santa
Barbara uses for water, is dry.
Santa Barbara. which has already banned hosing down driveways and sidewalks and daytime
watering. plans to take more severe steps next month. including a
ban on watering lawns and strict
Ins on commercial water
resi I
It SC

YesterDaily
Because mom. %indent.%
e not
campn I ii ii % day. Yesternaily
provide.% reader% with a recap of
the previous day’s top .%tories.

that block people suffer from. Panelists urged the audience to be
more of a positive force in their’s
and other people’s lives.

11
SJSU’s housing program has
suffered the loss of 11 resident adThe increasing enrollment at
visors since Aug. I as compared SAL’ has been a mixed blessing
with only two leaves during the when it comes to getting needed
past academic year. Jean Marie funds to pay for the services
Scott associate director of residential life, says the vacancies are
not unusual and should not cause
any problems. Most of the advisors
who left cited personal reasons.

needed to handle the number of
people. Because the CSU only rec-

ing African - Americans because
they play into the hands of a sys-

ognizes full-time students when
monies are distributed to campuses, SJSU may have actually
been losing out. The CSU has only
budgeted money based on the fulltime enrollment figure of 21,864
hut SJSU’s part-time student enrollment of more than 7,(XXJ is ignored b!, the C’S() and funds aren’t

tem that oppresses black people.
Another problem that the panelists
was the low sell
di’,

distributed to the campus taking
part - time enrollment figures into
account

LI
In a drug symposium. a panel of
counselors and social workers said
the drug problem has been destroy-

TODAY
JEWISH UNION IN ASSOCIATION WITH
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES. Tay
Sachs Testing 10 rn to 2 pm in Student
Union and 5 p m to 7 pm Joe West Hall
Call 924-6117 924 8841 or 286-8841
PHYSICS SEMINAR: D F Maclaughlin on
HeavyFermion materials and planar Cu
prates 1 30 pm SCI -251 call 924-5267
SOCCER CLUB: Meeting. New Members
Welcome. 12 30 pm.SU Pacheco Room
Call 924 8570
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
Lunches. noon, Administration Bulding
(Room 223) Call 924-5931
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Discussion Why Be Catholic’) Living with the
Questions. 7 p m . Campus Ministry Center
(10th and San Carlos). Cat 298-0204
A.S.P.B. The Bone Daddies (reggae-funk
group). noon. S U Ampitheatre Call 9246261
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Weelky
meeting, 7 p m , Spartan Memorial Call

257-6050.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: ’Bankers ol the ’90s," 5 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting.
noon, Campus Christian Center.
LESBIAN/GAY BISEXUAL ALLIANCE:
Meeting. 4:30 p m., S U Guadalupe Room
Call 236-2002.
CALMECA PROJECT: General meeting.
5:30 p.m., Chicano Library Resource Center
(Room 307). Cat 924-2575.

FRIDAY
SOCCER CLUB Prai_tice Indoor New
Members Welcome 5 15 pm SPX 44 Call
924-8570
BULLYT ENGLISH SOCIETY: Vaien
tines Day open reading (Topic lave, good
and bad) 2 30 p m Faculty Office Building
Room 104 Call 272-3505
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: int i Folk
Dance Class. 8 p m -9 p m (leaching). 9
pm 11pm (Requests) Women s Gym
Spartan Complex. Rm 89 Call 293,1302 or
287-6369
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Reggae concert
with Joe Higgs. Zulu Spear and Uprising 9
pm.SU Ballroom Call 924-6261
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize Candlelight
Prayer 7 30 p m Campus Ministry Chapel
(10th and San Carlos) Call 298-0204
SPARTAN ORIOCCI: Cupid s Arrow Dance
9 p m . Radisson Hotel
DELTA SIGMA, A COED BUS. FRATERNITY: Pizza Night. 7 p m Round Table
Pizza, corner ol Moorpark and Saratoga
Ave BC 208 for more into
CENTER FOR BEETHOVEN STUDIES:
Forst of two recitals by laculty members Robert Sayre and John Delevoryas of Beethoven s Music for Cello and Piano. 730 pm
SJSU Concert Hall Call 924-4590
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: All you can
eat and dnnk Pizza Night, 6 p m Pizza Hut
on the corner of Tully and King $7 (nonmembers); $5 (members) Call 258-7848
SOCIETY OF LATINO ENGINEERS AND
SCIENTISTS: General meeting. 12 30 pm .
Engineering Building(Room 358) Cali 9243830
SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday worship
10 45 a m (Lutheran). 6 30 p m and 8 pm
(Catholic), Campus Christian Center Chapel
(10th and San Carlos) Call 298-0204

" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
I ULS

llU.9AM

CPM, SA1 8AM

4 PM

318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 %

off Nexxus Products

4

TUESDAY
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Prime
time-, Sticks Stones and Words 7 05
pm SU Council Chambers Cali 292
3270
STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT (S.A.F.E.R.): Kasai
Nmarov (USSR) and Partine Esteves (Shoshone Elden speaking on nuclear testing
noon S U Ampitheatre Call 924-5467 or
297.2299
WEDNESDAY
AD CLUB: General meeting 7 pm.S.0
Guadelupe Room Call 924.3270
OTHER
DELTA SIGMA PI (A COED BUS. FRATERNITY): Recruiting New Members Feb
9 through 16 9 a m to 3 p m Bus Bldg 151
Floor
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER:Career exploration by computer.
11 a m Building Classroom 13 Resume I
Resume preparation 2 pm SU Costanoan Room Interviewing for civil engineers,
1 30 pm, SU Guadalupe Room (ail Friday. Feb 16) Call 924-6030
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Employer presentation -Technical
careers with Advanced Micro Devices, 12.30
pm.SU Costanoan Room Call 924-6010.
SJSU ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES:
Exhibition Sacred Forces. Feb 13 through
Mar 15, 11 am through 4 pm (Mon
through Thurs ), 6 pm through 8 pm.
(Toes evenings) Art Department -Gallery 1
Call 924-4328

Voyager 1
takes more
pictures
PASADENA. Calif. (AP)
The Voyager 1 spacecraft
sent radio signals to Earth
today indicating it successfully snapped pictures of
most of the planets to create
the first family portrait of the
solar system. NASA said.
"Engineering data we received show the proper commands were executed. It
looks like the pictures were
taken properly." said Mary
Hardin. a spokeswoman for
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.
Voyager I. which photographed Jupiter in 19140 and
Saturn in 1981. was ordered
to snap the photographs between 5:12 p.m. and 9:20
p.m. PST Tuesday. but it
took five hours and 36 minutes for signals confirming
the commands were executed
to travel the 3.7 billion miles
to Earth, Hardin said.
The space probe took the
pictures front a vantage point
32 degrees above the plane
extending front the sun’s
equator.
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SpartaGuide
SpartaDuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student. faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wan/Quist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries is 10 am No
ohone-in items will be accepted.

KRAGEN

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP

FFBRUARY 15

Kragen Auto is now hiring
WORKS for part time, full time and
management trainee posiI hi, Nation’s I argest Auto Parts Chain
tions. We offer competitive
wages, medical/dental coverage, $500.00 per
year tuition reimbursement, employee
discounts and paid holidays. If you’re looking
for a rewarding and challenging career, come
join the nation’s largest and’ fastest growing
auto parts chain. For further information,
Personnel Recruiter:
please
call: Gary Asher at 298-6107

CENTER

Applications available in the
Student Union Director’s Office,
Upper Level, Student
Union

must have CPR, First
Aid, Advanced Lifesaving
or a Lifeguard Training
certificate (a skills test
will be given)

Ourjobs solve all kinds
of sodal problems,

Smith Corona presents three products that can
help make schoolwork academic.
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word
Processor is in a class by itself. It’s so compact it can
fit in the most compact dorm room.Yet, thanks to
features like a built-in disk drive, 100,000 character
DataDisk capacity, and a crystal clear display, it
makes it easy to transform R’s into A’s.
For those who prefer an electronic typewriter,
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewriter of
preference. With its 16 character display and approximately 7000 characters of editable memory,

you can have the convenience of word processing
features with the simplicity of a typewriter.
Of course, the pocket-size Spell-Right-30OP
also comes with impeccable references. In this
case a built-in electronic dietionary, a thesaurus,
a calculator, even a collection of challenging
word games.
Soil you’re thinking Magna Cum Laude at
the end of this year,
SMITH
don’t forget to think
CORONA
Smith Corona at the
TOP101MIAMOGY
beginning of this year.

111111

New (.anaan. I I 06840
Eta !war inhitioati a. In ohau ph,diii us wore h. Smith mina (.1aporauon. M15 Loatra Avenue,MIB
ou smuihi otona anxia, 440 Talmo. Ittud, Scadvuough, nom, Canada

At Great America, you’ll meet and work
with hindreds of fun people just like
yourself. So you won’t be lonely. And ycu
won’t be bored since you won’t be
broke. Our wages are up to $6.25’ an
hour premium pay fcr weekends, and
transpatation subsidies to assist with your
canrnute.
All told, it’ll improve your social life

greatly, not to mention ycur career. You
could gain valuable superviscry and
people skills.

Our schedules fit perfectly around your
schcol schedule Work part-time in the
spring and fall and full-time during the
summer. We have positions available in all
areas of be park (rides, tickets,
services, administrative, security, in-hoi ISP

bank tellers, sweepers...). The sooner you
apply, the better your chances of picking
the job, and hours, you went.
Stcp by the park or call us at (408) 9881800 to apply. We’re located at 2401
Agnew Road off Mission College Blvd in
Santa Clara. We’re an equal opportirlity
employer.
COITel/M WNW Dad fa %Med .1 bark 0010bCFS

OREM AMIIRICA.
It’s fun. Do it.
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Spartan guard
makes games
more exciting
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"Zeus"
Pitcher Dave Tellers the biggest key
for the Spartans’ future successes
143 K,aiitly ki,I,tu
Daily stall Writer

[soli

overpowering fastball since he
began playing little league ball at
age six. One of five brothers, Tellers had plenty of practice while
growing up.
"My dad used to always coach
me." Tellers said. "He used to
call my pitches in little league. I
got a feel of how to throw to batters through hint .
Tellers used that knowledge to
compile a 27-6 record over three
years at Western High. Despite
that lofty record and a league most
valuable player award. Tellers got
little attention coming out of high
school.
Only Long Beach St.. UC Irvine
and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
talked to him, and only Cal Poly
offered him a scholarship. Tellers
believed that he could learn more
at a community college. so he went
to play for Sneddon.
Tellers posted a 10-2 mark as a
freshman, and followed that up
with an 11-2 mark as a sophomore.
Finally, it was time for top-notch

Dave Tellers got the nickname
during high school. An old football
coach at Western High saw hint
breeze past prep hitters routinely,
so he told Tellers that he pitched
like a god. From that point on, he
AN eta ot ino nsterous dunks has been called Zeus by his teammates.
IN
and where seven -footers are
At San Jose State, Tellers has
now a necessity rather than a
continued his stellar pitching. He
luxur). the three -pointer helps
started last season by winning his
unclog the middle and brings some first 11 decisions and finished the
excitement to the perimeter game.
year with 12 wins to tie the school
In other words, the three-point
record.
shot has definitely brought the
"Dave has all the important fealittle man back into the game.
tures that you need in a pitcher,"
Spartan pitching coach Tom Kunis
The NCAA made this a
said.
possibility during the 1986-87
Tellers’ most apparent strength
season when it created the 19 foot
is
9 inch three-point arc.
his split-finger fasthall. The
As a result. SJSU guard Mike
Wasserburger has become a crowd pitch is nearly as fast as a fastball
but it breaks down sharply near the
Li \ ’Ilk’
plate.
\I six ti tot two inches "Wass.’
Tellers learned how to throw the
is tii :in intimidating physical
split-finger at Rancho Santiago
force on the
Community College.
court. But the
One da’y he was playing
junior
catch and tried a split’
sharpshooter
finger just to see how it
worked. To his surprise ’My dad used to always
brought the
and joy, "it was dropcrowd to its
feet in the first ping like crazy," he coach me. He used to
said. "During summer
half of the
pitches in little
worked call my
league. . .it
Spartans’ last
very
well."
league. I got a feel of
contest when
V1asserburger
"He picked it up
he sunk three
right away." Rancho how to throw to batters
three-pointers
Santiago coach Don
him.’
from the top of the key in the final
Sneddon said. "It came through
1:30 of the first half.
Dave Tellers
natural for him."
He responded in the second half
The split -finger has
with two more three-pointers from become Tellers’ outthe top in the last 1:55 of the game pitch, a pitch he can
to cut Utah State’s eight-point lead throw for strikes at any time in the competition, so Tellers came to
count. Kunis said it is important Division I SJSU.
and make the score 83-81. The
for a pitcher to have an out-pitch
"He’s a winner," Sneddon
Spartans eventually lost 88-83.
when he gets in trouble.
said. "The guy just loves to play."
"There is little doubt that Mike
Kunis also said that Tellers’
With Tellers’ continued success
has a skill that the game tms
accentuated." said Stan Morrison. mental toughness on the mound is as a Spartan, he said he thought he
a big strength. He can bear down would he drafted by a professional
SJSU head basketball coach.
and get the tough outs when he has team.
’It’s all lever shoot,"
to. Sneddon agreed.
"The last couple of years I feel
Wasserburger said of his three"He is a battler," Sneddon said. that I should have gotten drafted."
point shot. "I concentrated on it
If Tellers has any weakness, it Tellers said. "Maybe I wouldn’t
during the summer."
would be his fastball, Kunis said. have signed, but just the thought of
Wasserburger shot 300 times a
Tellers throws between 80 and 85 being draftedI feel it is a big deal
day, most of which were threemph. However, Kunis said that for me."
pointers.
with Tellers’ control, mental
Though he has been approached
toughness and split-finger, he may by the Philadelphia Phillics and the
junior guard emphasizes not need a blazing fastball.
Seattle Mariners, Tellers will not
THE
that people now must come
Tellers has gotten by without an know until June whether he will be
out and guard him because of
his shooting potential.
Wasserburger is averaging 5.5
points per game so far this season.
He scored a career high 17 points
GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
against the Aggies on Saturday.
And Help High School Students Earn Theirs!
"I haven’t really been shooting
at a consistent level."
Wasserburger said. "It’s part of
Earn 1-3 Units of Credit as a Tutor*
the game. I’m not going to get
down on myself."
See Project Upward Bound
Wasserburger is shooting 31.7
WLC #225
percent on the season from beyond
the arc. Last Saturday he was five
of eight from that range.
924-2567 / 924-2570
Morrison said that
Wasserburger’s biggest problem is
that when he enters a game the
* Tutor college -bound students once weekly! On campus!
team has "one list in the grave
and one foot on a banana peel."
When other teams are ahead, he is
expected to cut the deficit with his
bombs from the outside.
"I don’t think he is as onedimensional (as he used to be.
Morrison said.
Morrison added that
Wasserburger has improved on his
defense and ball handling as well.
"Wass" does have his
specialty.
Tobby Cordone
Sebastien Guazelli
"We need him for the three pointer, it works to his
Chris Hagen
Matt Hospidor
advantage," Stan Stewart. SJSU
Manual Lavrador
hawn McCarthy
associate head coach said. "It
Rob Paedon
Scott Smith
helps us decide who makes the
Grant Steunenberg
Jody Terakawa
road trips."
John Todd
When Stewan was an assistant
Doug Walker
basketball coach at UCSB, he
remembered "Wass" showing up
at the gym after the season was
over and hoping someone would
notice his abilities. He added that
Wasserburger was a tough and
determined player.
Stewart would run into "Wass’ ’
again, but 3(10 miles north of their
original meeting.
"He was just looking for a place
to play," Stewart said of
Wasserburger. "We were in a
position to look at those type of
players."

drafted or not. Kunis and Sneddon
both said Tellers could make it in
professional hall.
"There is no doubt in my mind
that he has the ability to play professional baseball," Kunis said.
"I’m convinced that he is going to
play."
Of more immediate concern to
Tellers is having a strong senior
season. He said his main goal is for
SJSU to win the Big West championship and get a hid for the postseason NCAA playoffs. The Spartans were picked to finish third in
the conference in a preseason poll
of Big West coaches.
"We’ve got a great shot ot
going all the way," Tellers said.
Tellers has done his share so far
this season. He won his first two
- starts this year, including a 12 strikeout performance in the season opener against Cal Poly.
4. t
Though he has relieved in the past,
Sports informatoon photograph
including two wins over Stanford
major force for the
a
be
will
Tellers
Dave
pitcher
Senior
last year, Tellers said he prefers
Spartan baseball team this season. He is alread 2-0.
starting to relieving.
"I feel I’m best as a starter.
Tellers said. "I’ve always been a
starter and I enjoy starting a game.
A lot of attention is on you and you
control the game."
Spartan coach Sam Piram is
Alpha Omicron Pi
happy to have Tellers in the game
at any time.
Os Proudly Presents
"Our team has tremendous conOur
fidence in him," Piram said. "We
he
when
feel very good about Dave
1990 Spring Pledge Class
is on the mound." Piraro has said
that he believes SJSU can beat any
team in the country with Tellers
pitching.
On a personal level. Tellers said
Michelle Mazzei
Lisa Bach
he has room for improvement. He
Tracie Onstead
Carasco
Cynthia
also has a specific goal in mind this
season.
Deena Patel
Karen Jackson
"Each year I try to get one win
Roy
Shannon
Liani Kishi
more than I had the last year,"
Sharmen
Jill
Tellers said. "Last year I had 12,
Kim McDaniel
so this year I’ll be shooting for
13."
Shiba
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CONGRATULATIONS

Erin

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING. PLUS RAISE UP
TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS!
Student groups, frau, and
sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. For details
plus your FREE GIFT Group officers
call 1-800-765-8472 Ext. 50.
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Also: Family visa/US spousal cases
Change to student (F.1) status; Treaty
Trader/Investor (E I /E.2):
Intra-Company Transferee (1-1).
Individual,

Business
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Corporate Client,
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NEED AN EXTRA UNIT?
Its easy! Take Field Studies in Natural Studies in Natural
History’s the Other California" Program & earn that unit
while having a great time learning about the natural/cultural
history of the Central and San Joaquin valleys.
Natural Science 152g fulfills the Area B, Part 3, Physical
Universe, G.E. requirement. Two Friday evening lectures
(3/2 & 4/20) and two "overnighters" (3/10-1, 4/28-29).
For more information, call or write:
Field Studies in Natural History
Office of Continuing Education
Admin. 107
924-2625
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(415) 291-8000
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SPRING ’90
PLEDGE CLASS

Robert Mallard is the associate
editor in charge of sports
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LABOR CERTIFICATION & WORK VISAS
Engineering. Computer.
Accounting. Business &
other Professionals.
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The Ladies ofAlpha Omicron Pi

"Congratulations"
THETA CHI

And he has found a place.
especially from beyond the arc

4

sI
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PULL AN ALL-NIGHTER
AND WIND UP IN MEXICO

249

GUADALAJARA

MEXICO CITY

There’s never been a better time to take a break in Mexico. With Mexicana’s great low
fare from San Jose International, you can catch a daily nonstop to Guadalajara that goes on
to Mexico City. It’ll give you a chance to catch 40 winks before catching a flight to your
favorite beach destination.
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Losing streak is over for women;
basketball team defeats UC Irvine
By \lark Smith
Dairy

Mary Morello
Daily staff photographer
SJSU second baseman Nlike Gonzales stops Stanford left fielder Steve
Solomon from stealing second. ’I’he Cardinal won the contest 4-3.

SJSU suffers first
loss of 1990 season
By Randy Robertson

to line out and Anderson to strike
out to end the game.
Ringkamp and Piraro said the
STANFORD
Stanford first
loss won’t hurt the team too much.
baseman David McCarty singled
"Our team is starting to come
home center fielder Jeff Ham- together," Ringkamp said. "We’ll
monds in the bottom of the eighth bounce back."
inning as the Stanford Cardinal
overcame a 3-run deficit to beat
SJSU 4-3 Tuesday.
The win improved Stanford’s record to 10-1, while San Jose State
dropped to 5-1. Next up for the
Spartans is San Diego State who
will be in town for a three game se
ries this weekend.
With the score tied 3-3 in the
bottom of the eigth. Hammond,
led off with a single and stole sec
Daily staff writer

staff rafter

The weekend trip to Southern
California put the SJSU women’s
basketball team on track to salvage
a disappointing season.
UC Irvine, winless in conference play, was the cure to the
Spartan’s ills with a 58-52 victory
Saturday night, breaking a seven
game losing streak. This SJSU victory raised its record to 2-10 in
conference play and 4-17 overall.
Currently in ninth place. the Spartans are only one half game behind
the 3-10 Aztecs of San Diego
State.
"It was a good feeling being in
two close ball games," commented Spartans coach Tina Krah.
The Irvine game "was a good
team effort." Krah said.
SJSU’s first victory at Irvine
was Lora Alexander’s "best game
overall" praised coach Krah. Alexander shined with a game high

18 points and nine rebounds. Playing a solid 35 minutes, Alexander
also blocked three shots and had
four steals, while dominating the
inside.
Sheri Yudt, a five-foot-three
freshman known as Spud, "demonstrated great leadership ability in
her productive 18 minutes off the
bench", commented coach Krah.
"She kept us calm down the
stretch".
In her 18 minutes, Yudt scored
five points, dished off five assists
and grabbed five rebounds. With
1:34 to go and a chance of a tie.
Spud hit three of four crucial free

rind. With one out, McCarty lined
a Mark Ringkamp (1-1) curveball

into left field, scoring Hammond,
with the game’s winning run.
Spartan coach Sam Piraro left
Ringkamp in to face McCarty.
even though two relievers were
throwing in the bullpen.
"He kind of hung the breaking
ball there," Piraro said, "but I
thought he was throwing the ball
well."
"I thought I was going to go out
and shut them down," Ringkamp
said. "I’ve got to hand it to them.
They hit a good pitch and pulled
ahead."
Stanford entered the game
ranked second in the country, behind the University of Texas.
SJSU was ranked 19th in the same
ESPN/Collegiate Baseball poll.
Stanford coach Mark Marquess
liked what he saw in the Spartans.
He was also happy to eke out the
win Tuesday.
"You get them when you can,"
Marquess said. "The close ones
like today, you’re lucky to get out
of there. . .1 was impressed with
them. I think they’re pretty solid."
Ringkamp started the game by
dominating the Cardinal. He kept
the Cardinal off balance using off
speed pitches and breaking balls.
Ringkamp retired the first eight
batters he faced before catcher
Troy Tallman hit a home run to
left.
"Tallman did a great job," Piraro said. "With two outs, he gets

a breaking hall. It hangs, and he
delivers."
By that time the Spartans had
built a 3-0 lead, helped somewhat
by the Cardinal defense. SJSU
struck for two runs in the first inning depsite getting only one hit.
Mike Gonzales singled with one
out and stole second. After Jeff
Ball walked, Pete D’Errico hit a
ground ball to second baseman
Troy Paulsen.
Paulsen tried to turn a double
play, but his throw pulled shortstop Roger Bumett off the bag.
Bumett’s throw to first was late, so
everybody was safe. However.
Gonzales rounded third too far, so
McCarty threw behind him.
McCarty’s throw sailed past
third base, allowing Gonzales and
Ball to score and giving the Spartans an early 2-0 lead. Paulsen and
McCarty were charged with errors
on the play.
SJSU increased its lead to 3-0
when Ball hit a towering home run
to left in the third inning. The
home run. Ball’s third of the season, cleared the 335-foot fence by
at least 50 feet.
Ringkamp held Stanford to just
one hit through four innings.
SJSU threatened to score in the
ninth, loading the bases with one
out. However, Cardinal relieve!
Aaron Dor!argue got Greg Mugg

dynamic, technically excellent illustrations and
photographs for the Spring issue.
If you’re who we’re looking for, please submit
portfolio by Wednesday, March 7. We will
notify you of acceptance.

CAC/0C C C

For information or
appointment call
Dr. Harvey Gotliffe

J

%.50/.

at 924-1334.
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REGGAE FEST ’90
JOE HIGGS
ZULU SPEAR
UPRISING

and special guest

All seats $5 00
All new’

294-1800
3945 1st

SPARTAN BASKETBALL IS
TURNING UP THE HEAT IN
THE S.U.R.E.C. WITH A SPECIAL
DEAL FOR SJSU STUDENTS...
WEAR YOUR BLUE AND GOLD TO
THE FEBRUARY 17TH
BASKETBALL GAME WITH FRESNO
STATE AND GET IN FOR
SPARTAN MEN’S BASKETBALL

JUST $2.00. THE RED WAVE

VS.

OF FRESNO IS COMING.., SPARTAN

FRESNO STATE BULLDOGS
SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 17, 3:30 pm
S.U.R.E.C. ARENA

BLUE AND GOLD AND BE THERE

\VEAR

131.11F,

AND GOLD AND

FOR TICKET INFORMATION CALL
924- FANS

(i1:1’ IN

I -ON .11

s2 (M)

g<egis ter _for the
Writing Skiffs- gest
in March
Pay and Register
Wahrquist Library South
_Tee: $ 1 8 . 00
rest Date: March 17th
g;Peacffine: _Tebruary 22nct-

Friday Feb. 16th
9 PM Doors open 8 PM
San Jose State University
Student Union Ballroom
18 &over general admission $8310 door
All students $8 anytime
Funded by Associated Students
Tickets at BASS ez A.S. Bus. Office
AFRICAN
AWARENESS
MONTH

Senior Scientist
Chemistry

for more info call (408) 924-6260
,
I. \ k
k

Beckman Instruments, a leader in the life science
and analytical instrumentation field for over 50
years, has an exciting opportunity for a scientist
to join our Research Department. This position
will be responsible for developing advanced
DNA sequencing applications using our Biomek
Automated Laboratory workstation.

Also the BoneDaddys
Thursday Feb.
Union

Student

15th

12:00 Noon

Ampitheater

/

Attention

Free

Admission

\*.

\

On -Campus Interview Registrants
Employer Presentations
for February
or any of the following companies. you are
strongly encouraged to attend their prasantatIonl

Advanced Micro Devices
Varian
Rolm Systems
EE, CSE. Physics majors
Monday. 2,26/90
Tuesday, 2/27/90
Friday, 2116/90
11:45 AM - 1:30 PM
12:30 PM - 2:00 PM
12:30 PM - 2:00 PM
Costanoan Rm., S.U.
Guadalupe Rm., S.U.
Costanoan Rm., 5.P.

Otls Elevator
Tuesday, 2/27/90
1:30 PM - 3:30 Pm
Almaden Am., S.U.

Start networking nowl

The individual we are looking for will have the
following qualifications:
IS Ph.D. in Chemistry or M.S. with 5 years of
relevant experience.
Strong knowledge of synthetic organic
chemistry (nucleic acid preferred) and
hetrocyclic chemistry.
Knowledge of solid phase chemistry.

yOu are ,nterested

LSI Ulla
Wednesday, 2/28/90
12:30 Pm - 1:30 Pm
Guadalupe Rm., S.U.

All Interested students and alumni may attend.

We offer an environment where your talents
will be recognized and rewarded, where
you can work with some of the best scientific
talent in private industry on products that
directly impact the quality of life.
For immediate confidential consideration, forward
your resume to:

BECKMAN
Beckman Instruments
Professional Staffing
1050 Page MIII Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304

For more Information, contact tire Career Canter at 924-6010 c; stop by Bldg. 0.
Planning I Plaornant Mow. Ind Poem^. atandad let.tolot tailiald
taco. claw. tall., odia aodual arlantstiOn. nationai Ongln I.... cuss,
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BLUE AND GOLD FEVER

LOUD, BE PROUD. WEAR YOUR

Have we got a job for you!
San Jose State’s Access Magazine is looking for

MO 9

throws to ice the Spartan
more x;:nter Karen Smith
SISLI never trailed, leading at Lora Alexander.
the half, 30-26.
An intentional foul call on Ilk
The Spartans faced a tough bat- Spartans with 11 seconds to g
tle against the fierce Gauchos of sealed the Gauchos six point viu
Santa Barbara Thursday evening. tory
resulting in a tough 55-49 loss
With the rash of foul trouble
"Foul trouble. said Knit’. -to this gave the opportunity for soph
Lira (Alexander) and Iluelett omore forward Kim Skaggs to sex
(Brooks) Was the main factor in extensive playing time, resulting in
our loss."
10 points and five rebounds.
Santa Barbara. improving its record to 6-7 and 1 1- 1 I overall, had
LaTasha Causey, a true work
a 28 to 16 advantage in free throw horse, played the whole 40 minattempts. The whole Spartan front - utes versus Santa Barabara and 35
court were in foul trouble with minutes against Irvine. She also
freshman forward Hui:lett Brooks scored nine points and passed off
fouling out and four fouls on soph- five assists against the Gauchos.
--

BASKETBALL NEEDS YOU. BE

OR ARTISTS &
PHOTOGRAPHERS

SPARTAN DAILY

We we en equal opportuntty employer
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SJSU grad looking for a few
artists to beautify Gillis Hall
By Lawrence.). Salisbury
Daily watt ryas(
SJSU still has parking and housing problems.
but if Peter Bedard has his way, at least it won’t he
quite so ugly
Bedard. a drama department graduate, has
begun a plan that will lead to
several murals hanging on the
wall of the drama library in
Hugh Gillis Hall.
"I was fed up with how,
for being the arts building. es
erything is so ugly." Bedard
said.
Bedard wanted to commission several students to create a mural of their own deBedard
sign, with which to decorate
the building. He took his idea to Janet Redding. assistant to the president for Alumni Affairs and Special Events, who put him in touch with Ed Mosher.
an SJSU alumnus.
"I knew he was an alum with a long-term interest in the theatre arts program," Redding said.
Mosher, owner of Mosher’s Ltd.. a clothing
store in San Jose, was a theatre arts graduate in
1952. An active SJSU alumnus. he was twice National Alumni President and is on the International

phimm4,

Board for the Delta Epsilon Fraternity
"The theatre arts building is one of those
buildings designed in World War II. it has no design at all." Mosher said. "It’s a disaster as far as
atmosphere
"Ed had been looking for something worthwhile to sponsor. Bedard said.
Along with several other alumni. Mosher
plans to raise the money necessary to fund the
painting of the murals.
Bedard said that the design of the murals can
he virtually anything front a literary interpretation
to a collage of the theatre arts department.
Mosher "has a collection of theatre programs
dating hack to the ’40s that could really be a help to
a student looking for ideas." Bedard said.
The programs actually date tat 1949 and include productions front New York as well as the
local area.
"I’ve probably seen 40 to 60 shows in New
York plus what I see here." Mosher said.
Students have three weeks to turn in a pen and-ink sketch to the theatre arts department office
along with a short description of their idea. Some
ideas, such as three dimensional art might he hard
to sketch so just a description will he enough. Bedard said.

Modern rock band to play local club
By Randy Robertson

SPARTAN

Daily matt wrier

The Cactus Club in San Jose tone of the first stops of a 40-city
club tour for modern rock hand
Dramarama. It will he performing
there on Feb. 16.
The hand is riding a wave of recent popularity, largely behind the
success of its hit "Last CigaretThe song was ranked first on
radio station Krrs-Live 105
(105.3 FM) for four weeks. A
newer release. Lullabye." is also
getting considerable air time on the
San Francisco-based modern rock
station.
"Stuck in Wonderamaland" is
the group’s latest compilation and
its third overall. Originally from
New Jersey. the band relocated to
Los Angeles in 19146.
did
not come easily though.
"Box Office Bomb" saw mat
ginal success, though an increase
in popularity was attained. The
song "Anything. Anything (Ell
Give You)" was an underground
hit. Still, the band did not feel as

the Cov.aidl) Lion and l’ec-1. cc
Herman.
The two arc soon hot on the trail
of the killers: German agents assassinate everyone who has come
into contact with a film of Hitler’s
death. The film had been sold to
pornographer Harry "the Hippo"
Gutterman. played by Dom Del.uisc. for its supposed homosexual
and graphic content. The film links
a current candidate for chancellor
of West Germany. named Von
Metz (played by Robert Prosky) to
the Nazis.
The story is further complicated
by the emergence of Israeli agents
who wanted the film to expose
Von Metz, and erase any chance
he had of occupying office.
Hackman, who won an Oscar in
1971 for his portrayal of police officer Popeye Doyle in "The
French Connection." is no novice
at playing the role of the cop. His
performance is likable and- obvi-

Ellis Fielding (Dan
Aykroyd) reveals
multiple personalities
in stressful situations.
ously played for laughs.
Aykroyd, on the other hand.
was pathetic. Other than his imitation of popular cartoon character
the Road Runner, his performance
lacked any quality whatsoever. His
character seemed as though it was
based on the anal retentive chef on
"Saturday
Night
television’s
Live," sans the humor.
Overall, "Loose Cannons" is a
film that leaves moviegoers leaving the theater wondering who
really got doo-dnod on.

....................................:
;
SAN JOSE IS GROUG

though it was receiving the recognition it deserved.
"We all went, ’Well, maybe
we’re not gonna be rock stars,’ "
said John Easciale. writer and vocalist for Dramarama.
A tour of Europe was the last
straw for Dramarama. One leg of
its tour was canceled, so the hand
was stuck in Paris for several days
without much money. When the
hand members got back to the
United States, they were upset and
took some time off,

"Last Cigarette" and "Lullabye have already been successful. "I Wish I Was Your Mother,"
"Try." and "Would You Like"
also have definite potential.
Dramarama will be appearing on
"The Pat Sajak Show," which airs
locally on KPIX ((’hannel 5) at
midnight. The band’s appearance
is scheduled to he broadcast tonight. It has also been added to the
regular breakout rotation of songs
on national cable music network
MTV (Music Television I
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A NEW COMEDY

’Loose Cannons’ leaves people wondering
By Christine DeGraw
Daily staff writer
"Hey, what is this?, doo-doo on
Mac week!," shouts Gene Hackman, moments into Tr -Star’s new
film "Loose Cannons."
Why not Mac, there seems to be
an abundance of it.
As one of the most recent endeavors in the never
I ilm
ending stream of
cop-buddy films,
Res test
"Loose Cannons"
proves that you can have too much
of a good thing.
Hackman portrays Mae Stern, a
smart-mouthed vice cop in Washington D.C., who has just been
paired up with Ellis Fielding.
played by Dan Aykroyd, to solve a
string of homicides.
Stern thinks Fielding is weird
front the get -go, hut soon considers hint an out-and-out nut case.
Fielding reveals multiple personalities in stressful situations, such as

Life &the Arts

hasdale wrote several new
songs, and the band was back in
business. "Stuck in Wonder:minland" is a reflection of the hand
members’ deepened bond, according to a press release by the band.

"DAllLtoaiING!"
ARES ROUNOTRIP FROM SAN FRANCIS( 0

Costa Rica
Amsterdam
London
Madrid
Bali

1398
$458
$490
$590
$850

EURAILPASSES ISSUED
ON THE won

For great tips on student
travel, call now for your
1990 Student Travel
Catalog!

NOW THROUGH
MARCH 11 ONLY
STUDENT RUSH:
All remaining seats HALF PRICE
one hour prior to performance at boo
office only. Subject to availability.

America’s oldest and largest
student/budget travel organization/

Council Travel
BERKELEY

runs 11,u.s aPMI,, 8. cal 830PM
Wad Sat Mats 30PM SIP Mu I’M
al G,,ton (ale

243-9001

SAN FRANCISCO

2511 Charming Way 312 Sutter Street

848-8604

,,A4’ S,

CHARGE BY PHONE (415)

421-3473

Golden Gate Theatre

I Taylor al Golden Gate and MwItalSneets San Francisco
undo, IN Dock. ol Carole SholealMan Hays and Janes U Neckalande

HOT 97.7 and The A.S. Program Board Presents:

HOT NIGHT SOUTHBAY #3
Feb. 19 (Mon.)
SUREC Arena
Doors open at 6 p.m.
Tickets are $9.77
Featuring: 15 Artists

Is Not

./

41

YVONE
ANYTHING BOX
INDIA
JUDY TORRES
DAIZE
EILEEN FLORES
JAYA
JOHNNY 0

U-KREW
SHANA
BRANDON
KIRBY COLEMAN
JACKIE JACK
BARDEUX
LINEAR

All to benefit the SJSU Scholarship Foundation.
Listen to HOT 97.7 for more details!
Tickets are available at the SU R EC Box Office
(924-6374),or at BASS.
first street
’.an lose. california
408 - 280 - 1435
417 south

Dance, Laugh and Go Crazy
EVERY
MONDAY NITE
FOREVER!

Co -Sponsored by Associated Students.
For more info. call (408) 943-0770.

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

NUS

Starting Mon. Feb. 19th
18 + over
StudAnt Onion, Room MO. Son Jo., CA 95192
1408) 924-6260
Fox (4081924.1010

:

THURSDAY,

At the.top
Associated Press
Top I !up singles this week:
"(
p.i,iles Attract."
Paula
Abdul
2. "How Am I Supposed to
Live Without You," Michael Bolton
3. "Downtown Train." Rod
Stewart
4. "Two To Make It Right,"
Seduction
5. "Janie’s Got a Gun," Aerosmith
6. "Free Falljn’." Tom Petty
7. "I Remember You." Skid
Row
S. "Just Between You and
Me." Lou Gramm
9. "Pump Up the Jam," Technotronic
10. "Everything," Jody Watley
(Source: Cashbox magazine)

By Stacy C.

Olsen

Daily staff writer

Lite couldn’t be more purr-feet for SJSU student Elizabeth Mills.
Mills, a dance student, left for Fort Myers.
Florida on Feb. 5 to join the national touring production of "Cats." She was recruited for the cast
days before the start of the
spring semester. "They
gave me 10 days to get my
life together and get out
there," Mills said. She
had planned to attend
classes this semester and
graduate in May.
"It’s funny how your
life can totally change in
10 minutes," Mills said.
"I thought maybe I’d go
to New York after graduation and work as a waitress," she added. "This
is a dream, things like this
Mills
just don’t happen."
"It is rare." agreed Janie Scott, director of
SJSU’s musical "Cole," "hut it does happen. Beth
has no perspective on her skill. She’s a very strong
dancer with a lot of innate singing talent. She’s a
natural."
Mills began dancing when she was 11 or 12,
after she had been diagnosed with scoliosis. "The
doctor recommended dancing or gymnastics to correct the problem," she said. " I was too tall for
gymnastics." Mills. now 22, added,’ I only really
got serious about dancing three or four years ago."

Prime time

(Source: A.C. Nielsen Co.)
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SJSU dance student is cast
for role in ’Cats’ in New York

Music

Top five television shows this
week:
I. "The Cosby Show," NBC,
22.9 rating. 21.1 million homes.
2. "Cheers," NBC. 22.8, 21.0
million homes.
3. "Roseanne," ABC, 22.5,
20.7 million homes.
4. "A Different World," NBC,
21,9, 20.2 million homes.
5. "America’s Funniest Home
Videos." ABC, 21.4. 19.7 million
homes.

FEBRUARY

Julie Lynn Rogers - Daily staff photographer

Preparing for her trip, Mills packs her dancing shoes

’Heart Condition’ lacks heart
and challenges him to find out who
murdered him. Moony is reluctant
The new movie "Heart Condi- at first, but finally agrees wheti
tion" suffers from multiple ail- Stone tells him that Crystal Germents.
rity, played by Chloe Webb of the
It begins provocatively when a recent cult favorite "Sid and
U.S. senator overdoses on crack Nancy," is involved.
while in a hotel suite in the comCrystal, who was Stone’s client
pany of two scan- as well as both Moony and Stone’s
Film
tily-clad
prosti- ex-girlfriend. was one of the prostitutes with the senator at the betutes.
Unfortunately, ev- ginning of the movie.
Somehow the death of the senerything after the opening scene is
ator and the murder of Stone are
a letdown.
The film stars Bob Hoskins, related. Moony and his specterwho also appeared in the 1988 sidekick Stone spend the rest of the
smash "Who Framed Roger Rab- film trying to solve this unlikely
bit?" Hoskins plays the role of mystery.
Jack Moony, a white racist cop
The movie rehashes old ideas
who receives a heart transplant from a variety of other films..
from his worst enemy. a black law- There’s the pairing of a white racyer named Napoleon Stone played ist with a black man reminiscent of
by Denzel Washington, who was "48 Hours," a hooker with a
most recently seen in the hit movie heart-of-gold like Jamie Lee Curtis
in "Trading Places," and a ghost
"Glory."
Stone’s ghost appears to Moony who can only he seen by one char-

"When she walks on stage, you can’t :take
your eyes off of her." said SJSU drama professor
Robert Jenkins. "She has charisma and is instantly
likable."
Mills would like to stay with the touring company for at least a year and then possibly move to
New York.

Seven Second Delay

Maguire & Mehallo

Faii:2141

acter, as was the case in the movies
"Topper" or "Heaven Can
Wait." There is nothing fresh or
original in this movie.

By Stacy C. Olsen

Daily staff writer

Mills credits Scott with helping her get up the
guts to try singing. "She was a real big inspiration
for me," she said. "I always wanted to sing but I
was chicken." "Musical theatre opened up a whole
new realm for me. but dance will always be my first
love." she added.
Mills also credits "Cole," her singing debut.
with preparing her for "Cats." -Beres no such
thing as a chorus dancer anymore," Mills said.
"You have to sing if you want to work."
Mills began to study acting one year ago with
professors Richard Park and Dusty Reeds. "When
they (casting directors) want a redhead, we’re a
dime a dozen. There are a lot of people out there.
Everyone wants to be a triple threat (singer, dancer
and actor)," Mills said.
Mills tried out for -Cats" in San Francisco last
August. after spotting the audition notice in Dance
magazine. "My confidence was up, my dancing
was up," Mills said. "Butt was my first Equity
audition. I would have been happy if I made it past
the first cut." She made the final cut and eventually
got the job.
"I bet they had to have seen 1,500 girls easily." said Scott. "Since it was an Equity audition,
they had to give prjority to people in the union. So
Beth must have stood out."

.The most disappointing aspect
of the film is that after getting the
heart of a black man, Moony’s
character never evolves. He remains a bigot. In fact, his body almost rejects his new heart after he
screams repeated racial slurs at
Stone.

Fun house

Another big disappointment is
the waste of talented actors. Hoskins. Washington and Webb,
along with a strong supporting
coot, lire letdown by a weak. unsuspenseful plot, and by action
scenes which border on ridiculous
and limited, underdeveloped characters.
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this disheartening flop.
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
yON.. Buy or sell

Call me rods,
(local Avon Rep) A. I roll send

book to your home or business
Super special. for everyone
Share the book with family. co
workers A friends S r.eive U to
50% off on your own order, Thank
you Also, good part-time income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251,
5042.
PERSONAL LOANS up to 32500i.,
(Subject to credit approval) Call
WASHINGTON
SOUARE
FEDERAL Credit Union at 14081 947.
7273.
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll nowt Save your teeth, eyes
end money, too Cleanings and
office visits at no charge For brochure

see AS

office (Student

Health Center) or call (401)3716811 in San Jose
VISA

OR

MASTERCARD.

Even

II

bankrupt or bed credit’ We guar.
ant. you card or double your
money back Call 1-805-682-7555.
e el M-1103

AUTOMOTIVE

sires employees who can grow
with us Great opportunity for
early childhood major Earn while
you learn Minimum required 12
units Campbell, 559-8161
CHILDCARE POSITION AVAILABLE
Seeking loving babysitter to care
for my one yr old son in my home
on Wedn.days from 7 30 AM 12 30 PM and Fridays from 7 30
AM -2 30 PM to start immediately
Must have own transportation
Non-smoker Salary negotiable
References required Call Debbie
at 268-7076
stall
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential facili
ties for young adults & adolescents with autism A related disabilities FT A PT positions anal
Call 14001
Starling $6-36 25 hr
448-3953

ars by DEA, FBI. IRS and U S customs Available your area now
Call 1-805-682-7555, eeL C-1255

COMPUTERS

1.805-682-7555..1 S 1062
EARN UP TO 54.000 week by turning
on your answering machine For
1111011111r10.1 gond seitoddroased
stamped envelope to TODD 1977
068

San Jose

Ca 95124
EARN $1000. WEEKLY,’ Make 5500
for every 100 envelopes tutted
stamped
Send selladdressed
envelope to Extra Income UnlIrn
P0 Box 84899, Chicago 11
60664-0899

INFERNO EIBS
8N1, 300 1200 2400 baud. Macin
loch IL IBM libraries. 25 phone
lin., multi-user chat (408) 3953721 404) 395-5378. (408) 929
9035. (415) 9668063. 14151
0478650

-

FOR SALE
1 be . fenced
yd, spa, patio, palm walnut plum
trees $1500 Call Julia at 707.9946733 Clo. to campus

(516)674-3229
KITCHEN HELPER WANTED OAINATO
Japanese Restaurant. 617 N 6th
St. JAPANTOWN Call 998.9711

P ieces, Bunkbed 699. Day bed.
$99 5 pc bedroom sat $199

OFFICE CLERK WNTO for permanent
part time work $8 hr answer 9 line phone, data entry. type 40
wpm. filing Call for appointment
ask for Rich at 727-0575

Desks $74, dressers $79. chests
646. bed-frernes. delivery!! (4151
745-0900
REPOSSED VA 11 HUD HOMES avail.
able from government from Sr
without credit check You repair
Also tax dellnq.nt rOOKi01111101
Call 1405482.7555 Ent 11.1513
tor rnpo 111.1

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION

Earn

money

reading

books, 5Th/ n, income potential
oft
(1) 802.8384685
Details
BK4250
ATTENTION -HIRING, Gov I lobs your
ar. $17 840-549.484 Call 1-802.
838-4885, eel 144250
CHILD CARE -GROWING CENTER do

PART TIME AFTERNOON extended
call teacher needed at high fp&
ity

developmental

EXAM

FILES

from

going people w new co CAL
SNACKFOOD CO in field mktg

neering courses, EIT. Calculus
DE, LA, Gen & 0-Chem, Physics.
etc 24 different books available al
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) A
Roberts Bookstore

Accepting

Interviews

Feb 13.17 (415)38262731v meg
SUMMER

JOBS.
COUNSELORS.
Boys Camp. W Massachusetts
Girls Camp, Maine Top Salary.
room board laundry, travel al-

lowance Must love kids and have
skill In one of the following actin.
Archery.

Wes

Boseball,

Arts

Basketball,
Dance,

A Crays,
Bicycling.

Cheerleading.

Fencing.

Golf.

Drama.
Guitar.

Gymnastics. Hockey. Horseback,
Kam., LaCrosse. Nature, Nurses,
Photography, Plano, Radio. Rocketry. Ropes, Soilboarding, Sailing
Scuba. Soccer, Tennis, Track.
WSI. Waterskl, Weights. Wood
MEN, call or write CAMP WiNADU. 501.0 Lane. Alarnaro.ck.
NY
(914)
381-5983
10543
WOMEN, call or write CAMP
P0
VEGA,
Box 1771. Dusbury.

papers. theses, letters. etc Grad
Available days 6 under -grad

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

eves weekends by appt
Laser
printer Cell ANNA - 972-4992

(415)982-8801

SERVICES
phIc materials, and editing serv.
1.5 Final draught preparation

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life?
Now you can find love. romance
picking
or adventure as ily as
up your phone Diel 976-2002 to

015)8416036
CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed forever by special.
1st Confidential Your very own

hear six exciting messages from

probe 247-7486. 335 S Baywo.I
Ave . San Jose

AUTO STEREO I sell Kenwood. Sony,
Yemahs, Pioneer, Infinity, Rockpower.
linear
Fosgate,
ford.
’non, I give meth. disZepco
counts to SJSU students only No
B S Student I D reqd lam authorized ONO., alarms too Cash

any
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning al 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center, 10th

Cell me at home anytime.
MARC 015)790-9292 In msg

only

San Carl. For more Inforrnittlon
about activities, call Rev Norb

TYPING

Firnhaber at 298-0204

020-360
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM
per hour, part time A dream come
true
Clearbrook of California

Earn money for your I reternity.

TYPE -1408)972-9430
EDITORIAL

SERVICES WP-Pepas
need polishing? Get help from a
Professional Tech Editor with
English Degnite Word Pr.essing

ports, resumes. etc Free proofing disk storage 251-0449
CALL LINDA TODAY for .perlenced.
protessionol word processing
Theses, term papers, group protects. etc All formats including

LISA S TYPING A
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
(4081984-5837
Term Papers
Resumes
Theses
Personal Bus
Reporls
Proposals
Fast-ExpertDpendable

WILLOW

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
gr..? Of course you ere A
.ally typed paper gets a higher
grade Error -free papers impr.s
profs For this quality. call WRITE.

TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES - Ne.d our help,
Quality and accuracy guaranteed
We re taut, dependable oh...r-

ACADEMIC

all formats) and Desktop Pub.
Pelting (resumes
newsletters.
Mors. Mn) Call PATRICIA in Wil.

Night Saturdays Rush
Located in the
Santa Clara San Jose Area
SERVICING

YOUR WORD PROCESSING and Graph’. needs ’

Call Kete et Technically Typing
(408) 2814750
Term ropers.
Theses etc Lamp printer Free
grammar spell pony check Reasonable rates quick turnaround
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES -RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(408)972-1563
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING fast,
.curato. reasonable All types at
pep.. Spell chocking end Of001
reading Same day .rvice Betty
247-8068, Santa Clara

LOW GLEN (408) 208-5688 (leave
message)

APA LAW printer Quick return
Transcription services avail..
Phone
Almaden Branehm area

FAST WORD PROCESSING’ 125 wpm
Ouality guaranteed Competitive

264.4504

AAAH’ Too many reports and not
enough time? RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING. Resumes, term

mat.

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Monition
IL Winchester
Call
SHIRLEY .1 379.3515 $2 per page
minimum 5 pages

cript laser printer Close to campus
P U, del
avail
Slud.t
discounts
EDP Services 270-

awer., both college grads Spedeity in Science and all English
subiects for theses papers, re-

STEREO

open line Call (408) 988-2523 for
It,. details Cell today’ Someone
is waiting to meat you, (408) (4151
toll, if
976-2002 18 . only $2

met English
GLEN ar.

Spell grammar ch.k Wordprocessing-WordPerf.t St. posts-

8014 EVELYN

ELECTROLYSIS

quality people, or you can record
your own message And with our
voice mall service, you don’t have
In leave your phone number on an

resumes WIII gladly assist
te grammar.
punctuation,
and
sentence structure (knowledge.
Ole on Turabian. APA & Campbell
formats) EquIpmen1 used Word
Perfect At HPLesor Jett! Consider.
able business experience and for.

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’
Trust pro Reports, theses, resum., letters, mailing.. etc

EDITORIAL, RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consultation. billows-

Ma 02332 (617)934-6536

looking for marketing reps

sorority, club or business by selling silk-screened T.Shirts with

Professors

throughout USA Exam problems
with prof..rs own detailed soAvailable h. 8 engilutions

WORD

PROCESSING letter

qusilly

printing, copies, etc

student rates The... reports
term paper., legal documents
Call (408)984.5203 today,

CALL MRS MORTON el 266-0448 for
WORD PROCESSING
EDITING
of term papers, research protects

CECILIA
14081 223-6102
Word
proc.sIng
$14 hr $2 50
page whichever is less’

Call

elementary

school in Campbell Willow Chen
area Call KELLY at 377.1595 for
more Infomtation
PERSONA is part of on INT L NETWORK with offices worldwide in
the Bay Area. we’re looking for
people Interested in Sales. Acct
AdmIn Support aBilingual
English Japans. positions No
Engr

F. PERSONA. (408)453-0505
PR INTERN Biotech, Hill and Knowlton 12 h. week 36 hr. call An.
drew Ezer .1 4064511
RECEPTIONIST, JOB SHARING -Mon
...Wednesdays, 9-5 30 PM Friday 1-5 PM P.., light cleric/it
Call RUTH at 998.1522
SECURITY OFFICERS
NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full

Print Your Ad Here

VISA MASTERCARD, No Credit Check
en exciting business opportunity’ FREE details. Diversified
Entpr. 1545 W Hacienda Ave
Campbell, 95008, 374-4712

HOUSING
WNTD to slot 2
BDRM apt. pool nr Good Sam
011.3776085
Ho.. $350 ma

FE MAI I

MATTRESS

SETS’, BEDS. NEW,
Twin set 1179, full set 389, queen
arft 3139, king set $179 For both

Judy Ryan .1 298-0204

SMARTFOOD
WE’RE EATING AMERICA’
Co-op opportunity for Iun, out-

position

Classified

Center, 10th 8. San Carlos For
more info about other activities
call Father Bob Leger or Sister

(408) 946-1995. Mr Hogg.,

INDIE RECORD CO 118814 creative
assertive. well organized interns
for marketing At promotion Call

and ask for JOANNE

HOUSE FOR SALE 1

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT OR, SANTA CLARA
Call 948-2283 8-4 PM for into

Drums,

for
HIRING
NOW
CRUISESHIPS
spring. Christmas and next sum.
me, breaks Many positions Call

Heirngartner Ln

SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS. 4wh.lers,
TV’s, stereos, furniture, compul.

and part time positions
All shifts available

FOR RENT large 2 bdrrn 2 bath, remodeled, clean and quiet Sect..
rity building. off street parking,
laundry facilities, security enceble hookup
Inr 260) 3725,
$825 mu Call 288-9157 John or
Marina or pl.se toave complete
trance
780 5

carport,
11th St

Minimum three lines on one day
11111111111111111111111

I
I
1

I

BARE IT ALL! Stop shaving, waling,
tweezing or using chemical
selrot.pad
Let me permanently reTO. your unwanted halt (chin.

I

RE , 559-3500, 1645 S Bescorn
Are .
eC.
Campbell
’HAIR
TODAY GONE TOMORROW

Five

Two

Day

Days

Days

Days

Days

Day

$605

$635

$1 10

$705

$730

$130

3 Lines

$430

$530

4 Lines

$5 30

$630

$680

5 Lines

$630

$730

$7 70

$805

$825

$1 45

6 Lines

$720

$825

$870

$895

$925

$1 60

I
I

1111.1_11.1_1111111J111_1_1111111i
I
11_1_11_1111111111111111111I111
I
II

(All

Issues)
Semester Rates
10-14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines $5500
15 Plus Lines $9900

Print Name
I
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Address

I

Phone 924-3277

ICity

Announcements

Greek

Zip

& State_

IEnclosed is S.
Circle a Classification

I- Or

I

Help

Stereo

I

_Days

_Lines_

V
Classified Desk Located Inside WLN102

I

OR CASH TO
Computers

Housing

Travel

For Sale

Lost 8 Found

Typing
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I

Services
SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

Automotive

San Jose State University

IPersonal
San Jose, California 95192-0149

CATHOLIC

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday ev.ings et
A 300 8 00 PM. C.v. C.f.i.

I
1111111111111111111111111111

$580

I
I

faculty Call belore May 31.1990 II
the let appointment is 1 2 pricy
Unwanted hair ...peers with
GWEN CHELOPEN.
my care

Four

Three

One

IEach Additional 1 ine Add $1 00

PERSONALS

’1

:7,2

message

blkini.turnrny.moust.he-bsck.
etc I 1St. discount to students

I
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UC files lawsuit over patent

Be Mine

1982.. was the lust major diug to
he produced by the biotechnology
industry. It was developed and li.:ensed exclusively to Lilly his
Genentech Inc.
Genentech. based in South San
Francisco. continues to colko royalties on sales. The company was
not named in the t IC suit.

ANA:wattled Prefb

SAN FRANCISCO API --The
University of California regents
filed suit against Eli Lilly & Co..
alleging the pharmaceutical giant
infringed on its patent covering
production of genetically engineered insulin.
The lawsuit, filed Wednesday in
U.S. District Coun, is the first
ever filed by the state university
system that claims infringement of
a biotechnology related patent.
Lilly’s human insulin, sold since

A spokeswoman for Lilly said
.thursday that the company would
not comment until their attorneys
see the case.

Mandela: ’not truly free’

4.r
Kelley Chinn
Daily stall photographer
Susan Friedland, a senior majoring in social science, fingerpaints to her hearts content during her .rt 138 class

Credit: student organization’s location pending
From page I
streets is constructed by the um% ersky. Santandrea hopes the credit
union can move there.
The A.S. could then sublease
space to the credit union.
"It is not built we’re going to
spend the next two years finding a
place to put them," Santundrea
said.
Stone said that if a home for the
credit union wasn’t found, operations would have to be shut down.
He said they would look at other
places and "keep other options

open."
"We’re going to tind a place.
he said.
The Washington Square Federal
Credit Union is a student-run organization where SJSU students may
open certificates of deposit and get
loans at low interest rates.
It has operated out of space in
the University Club at 408 S.
Eighth St. since 1987, hut that agreement was temporary. The lease
runs out in August.
The University Club has said
that its arrangement with the credit

Calendar: sales halted
/- ram/ pa,ce /
Daily last October that the 1989
ersion lost money because the
photos were "not sexy enough."
Looking back, Leibl said "I
yy on’t admit that it’s in had taste,
hut I’m sorry if I upset people. I
itist wanted it to sell." Both the
Spartan and Robert’s Bookstoressold all their copies.
Both Espinosa and Leib’ said
that neither one had received any
formal complaints about the calendar. They said they were made
aware of the complaints through
the Spartan Bookstore, the administration and the panhellenic ad-

Iser.
Nada Huston. coordinator for
Greek affairs, said she received
complaints that the calendar "
wasn’t appropriate for the campus."
She sympathized with the Pi
Kappa Alphas, also known as
"Pikes." The Pikes, she added,
are "doing everything they can to
make the situation better."
Leibl said that about 1000 undistributed copies of the calendar remained in his room at the fraternity. He didn’t know what he
would do with them, but Leibl said
"they make great furniture."
V

Awards: Eleven chosen
Fran page 1
lions began Mond.if. By Tuesday
morning, the list ot 240 nominees
was trimmed to 27 semifinalists.
By 5:30 p.m., 12 finalists are selected.
Two students were chosen at
8:30 p.m. to win the regional SI .000 scholarship, then go on to represent Region VIII at the National
Festival at the Kennedy Center in
VV, ashington. D.C. The results will
be announced Sunday. McDaniel
said. The scholarship award for the
national finals is $2,500 each for
two students.
A strict five-minute limit is used
to keep the auditions running
smoothly. Glincr said. More than
900 people are attending the festival to take part in the workshops.
panel discussions and meet with

representatives of acting unions
like the Screen Actors Guild.
"It’s a good opportunity for students to meet people, make connections and learn about the professional world of live theater as
well as screen and TV," Gliner
said about the festival.
The festival’s keynote speaker
was Mark Lamos, the first American director to stage a play in the
Soviet Union. The final speech, to
be delivered Sunday, will be by
John Landis, who directed "The
Blues Brothers." "An American
Werewolf in London" and the Vic
Morrow episode in "The Twilight
Zone: The Movie."
In 1985-86 festival, the SJSU
play "The Imaginary Invalid," directed by Kathleen Woods, went to
the finals.

union was no longer workable for
either party.
"It’s not particularly convenient
for them or us," Allison Heisch,
president of the club, said last December.
The credit union started as an independent study project of commercial banking student Keith Hoshiko.
Since it began in 1986, it’s membership has grown from 20 to more
than 300 and has assets of S420,(8)0, according to Stone.
Stone said operations now done
manually are in the process of
changing to computers.
"We’re looking to be at 500
members by the end of next year,"
he said. "The way things are going
it’s a definite."
Becinise the credit union is com-

posed of an all volunteer workforce, it can offer competitive or
better interest rates than financial
institutions, Stone said.
"We’re the best kept secret on
campus," he said. "We’re trying
to promote more awareness between clubs and fraternities to use
our services."
A new childcare loan offered
this year allows students to make
interest payments until graduation
or for three years, whichever
comes first. After that, payments
on the principal start.
It is a fixed rate loan with a maximum of $4,(XX) per person or family.
The Washington Square Federal
Credit Union is the only studentrun credit union in the California
State University system.
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junior in child development. "They
had to let him out for a reason,"
she said.
Juan Ham, a sophomore in administration of justice, said."It is a
good thing he has been released."
Ham does not believe Mandela’s
release will cause much change because there are many more political prisoners in South African
jails.
The ’Gente’lpeople I should
know more about these issues and
act upon them. Ham said. He
would like to inform more students
at SJSU about the South African
struggle and is personally talking
to students about his beliefs.
Lewis Bundy, EOP associate director, feels that the statement
"free at last" is not accurate.
(Mandela) "still lives in a represive situation. The best years of
his life have basically been taken
away," he said.
"The progress made and the release of Mandela has been made
not because de Klerk is a humanitarian, but because of the bkxxi
that has been shed by the South Afrk!an people." Imara said.
The ANC has made contributions but it is the people who deserve to be recognized for their efforts, according to Imara.
Imara believes that leaders are
best known when people rarely
know they exist "when the leader
is doing things. good things, and a
good leader never gets tired," she
added.
She thinks Mandela is a leader,

Take an easy ride into your future
with Zenith!
Now

thru February 23 in the Spartan Bookstore
Zenith Supersport 286 Laptops
at deflated prices.
Supersport 286 Model 20 $09 NOW $2,299
Supersport 286 Model 40 $2X9 NOW $2,599

Kamp said in a news conference
held in Golden Gate Park.
"The (state Forestry Department) is bound to follow the law as
it secs it. But in my view, this law
must he changed to limit the department’s authority so as to permanently protect old-growth redwoods," he said.
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from extending to the hallway .
ately and the call was dispatched at Madrigal said.
"The whole courtroom is dam11.14 p.m. as a three-alarm sitaged," he added.
uation. Madrigal said.
At 1 p.m. the same day, a "very
San Jose fire and police personnel blocked off Market Street be- minor" fire broke out the same
tween St. James and St. John way in another bucket of rags.
streets for more than an hour to
According to Madrigal, the
make room for emergency equip- burnt rags were carried from the
ment.
building in a bucket and the fire
Although 45 firefighters and 15 department was not called.
took
only
it
responded.
engines
According to a Superior Court
about 10 miliutes for the fire to he
employee, Tuesday’s proceedings
extinguished. Madrigal said.
The large doors to the courtroom went on as normal, and only one
"did a great job of limiting the fire case had to be relocated from
to that courtroom and keeping it Courtroom 11.

Associated Press
California Attorney Genet al
John Van de Kamp said today he is
withdrawing as the state’s lawyer
in seven eases involving logging of
old-growth redwood.
"Unfortunately, the law permits, as of this point, the logging
of old-growth redwoods." Van de
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Fire: $100,000 damage

Van de Kamp withdrawing services

almost mystical and that the people
might expect too much of him too
stain. He represents an organization, Imara said. The power he has
comes from that organization and
there is no great individual without
support, she said.
Mandela is stubborn and will not
give up. He is v illing to go back to
jail if he has to. "It is too soon to
tell what is going to happen."
according to Dubins.
Bundy sees a period of celebration because Mandela is a recognized leader of South Africa.
"Self-serving", was the word that
would hest describe the reason for
the release. The government seems
to he looking for acceptance by releasing a man that was not supposed to be there in the first place,
according to Bundy.
"Just like George Washington
could not stand up to the British
alone, there are a lot more
nameless and faceless people who
supported him and his cause."
Imara said.
Equality for black people is
what South African people are
looking for, according to Kumba.
The motivation this leader can provide and the continuing struggle
for equality will soon put an end to
apartheid. said Kuumba.
the struggle will continue
whether they are alive or dead,"
Imara said.
It is a hopeful time for the people, added Dubins.
"Until everybody in the world is
free of repression. nobody in the
world is really free," Bundy said.
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